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Rare cell isolation and analysis in microfluidics
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Rare cells are low-abundance cells in a much larger population of background cells. Conventional

benchtop techniques have limited capabilities to isolate and analyze rare cells because of their generally

low selectivity and significant sample loss. Recent rapid advances in microfluidics have been providing

robust solutions to the challenges in the isolation and analysis of rare cells. In addition to the apparent

performance enhancements resulting in higher efficiencies and sensitivity levels, microfluidics provides

other advanced features such as simpler handling of small sample volumes and multiplexing capabilities

for high-throughput processing. All of these advantages make microfluidics an excellent platform to deal

with the transport, isolation, and analysis of rare cells. Various cellular biomarkers, including physical

properties, dielectric properties, as well as immunoaffinities, have been explored for isolating rare cells.

In this Focus article, we discuss the design considerations of representative microfluidic devices for rare

cell isolation and analysis. Examples from recently published works are discussed to highlight the

advantages and limitations of the different techniques. Various applications of these techniques are then

introduced. Finally, a perspective on the development trends and promising research directions in this

field are proposed.
Introduction

Cell types with an abundance of less than 1000 in a one milli-
liter sample are considered as rare.1 Rare cells are highly
important for various applications such as the diagnosis and
prognosis of many cancers, prenatal diagnosis, and the diag-
nosis of viral infections. Typical rare cells in blood samples
are circulating tumor cells (CTCs), circulating fetal cells, stem
cells, and cells infected by a virus or parasite. Rare cells in
water samples include various pathogenic bacteria and those
infected by viruses. Since preparation techniques for rare cell
isolation depend on the source from where the cell samples
are obtained, this article mainly focuses on isolation of
rare cells from biological samples such as blood and other
bodily fluids.

Microfluidics is a technology that enables transport and
manipulation of fluids and particles such as cells in the
microscale. A typical microfluidic device consists of a micro-
channel network integrated with various sensors and actua-
tors. Common microchannels have dimensions in the order
of hundreds of microns, while the size of cells ranges from
several to tens of micrometers. Therefore, strong inter-
actions between cells, the fluid flow and the microchannels
are expected because of the similar length scales. The small
size of microfluidic devices also allows for the implementa-
tion of new protocols such as single-cell analysis or on-chip
cell culture, which was previously not possible with macro-
scale devices.

Microfluidics has been used for the isolation, enrichment
and analysis of rare cells. These cells are isolated from a
large population of other cell types based on one or several
unique properties. A number of reviews on the isolation of
rare cells, especially CTCs, have been published recently.
Pratt et al. categorized rare cell isolation concepts as non-
electrokinetic and electrokinetic methods.2 Several papers
have been published to review the various label-free isolation
methods.3–8 Distinguishing physical properties such as cell
size, deformability, compressibility, shape, density, size,
surface properties, electrical polarizability, magnetic suscep-
tibility and refractive index have been considered as bio-
markers. A combination of these physical properties can
form a unique profile for a given cell type. Multiple separa-
tion techniques can be used to match a specific profile.
Karimi et al. recently reviewed hydrodynamic methods for
cell isolation.9 The authors categorized the isolation methods
oyal Society of Chemistry 2014
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according to hydrodynamic phenomena such as inertial
effects, viscoelastic focusing, Dean flows, cavitation and
hydrodynamic vorticity. Dharmasiri et al. reviewed different
microdevices for rare cell isolation and categorized them as
either macroscale or microscale techniques.1 The sorting
mechanisms are further subcategorized based on immuno-
affinity, physical separation, dielectrophoresis, or magnetic
and fluorescence activated sorting. Yu et al. also reviewed
different approaches to the isolation of CTCs.10 The authors
categorized the isolation methods as either a nucleic acid-
based approach, or a physical-properties-based approach.
Danova et al. discussed both the technical aspects and clini-
cal implications of CTC isolation.11 This review focused on
existing macroscale commercial systems, rather than micro-
fluidic systems. Smith et al. discussed the impact of flow in a
microfluidic device on rare cell isolation based on immuno-
affinities.12 Design considerations from an engineering per-
spective were discussed in their paper. Hyun and Jung
reviewed the different microfluidic devices for rare cell isola-
tion with a focus on affinity-based methods, along with the
use of dielectrophoresis and hydrophoresis as label-free
methods.13 Chen et al. reviewed microfluidic approaches for
cancer cells detection, characterization and separation.14

The authors mainly reviewed methods based on surface
affinity and dielectrophoresis. Alix-Panabieres briefly dis-
cusses various existing techniques for enrichment and detec-
tion of CTCs based on physical and biological properties.15

Muluneh and Issadore reviewed immunomagnetic detection
of CTCs.16 Hong and Zu discussed current challenges for
detecting CTCs including the requirements for point-of-care
testing and the use of microdevices.17

The present Focus article looks at isolation, enrichment
and analysis of rare cells from an engineering perspective.
Design considerations based on the various properties are
discussed and compared. Current challenges that limit effi-
cient isolation of rare cells are first discussed. Properties
of rare cells that can be used to distinguish them from the
background cells are analyzed. Specific parameters are then
defined in order to evaluate and compare various isolation
approaches. These different isolation and analysis techniques
are illustrated by using recently published works. The paper
concludes with a perspective on the development trends and
promising research directions in the field of microfluidic-
based rare cell isolation and analysis.

Design considerations

The rarity of low-abundance cells represents a challenge in
the design of microfluidic devices. First, the frequency of a
cell type in a given population depends on other parameters
such as the sampling location, the age of the sample, and the
stage of the disease. Second, rarity means that a large sample
volume is needed for a high statistical confidence. Thus, the
required sample volume may vary for even the same cell type.
The large sample volume and the small microchannel dimen-
sions inevitably lead to a long processing time or a low
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
throughput.1 Increasing the flow rate to increase throughput
brings associated problems such as higher shear stress on
the cells, a high pressure drop across the fluidic system, and
in the case of isolation based on biochemical affinity, possi-
ble cell detachment. To preserve the structural integrity of
the cell, the fluidic shear stress should be only on the order
of a few millipascals.12 A logical solution for processing a
large volume with a high throughput is to increase the
number of microfluidic devices to perform sorting in parallel.
Besides the problem of low throughput, the rarity also means
that minimizing sample losses is an important design con-
sideration. If isolated cells need to be transported to different
platforms to perform various subsequent steps of the assay,
microfluidics can provide an integrated solution that reduces
this loss.

In addition to the problem of the small population to be
isolated, rare cells often exist with many subtypes that may
require multiple isolation steps to sort them.18 For example,
there are a number of healthy and benign types of circulating
epithelial cells that could be isolated when CTCs are
targeted. Some rare cells originate from a specific source
such as a tumor and circulate within the blood. Hence, the
site where the blood is sampled may affect the outcome of
the rare cell count. Due to their larger sizes, rare cells may be
filtered and blocked by small capillaries before reaching the
sampling site. Rare cells may also be masked by the presence
of platelets or coagulation factors, prohibiting isolation
concepts based on affinity. Depending on the subsequent
analysis steps, the isolation concept should be gentle enough
to preserve the integrity of the cell membrane and the
genome in the nucleus. Ideally, the cells should be viable for
subsequent culturing or single-cell molecular analysis. Isola-
tion based on affinity relies on biochemical markers that
may be variably expressed on a cell membrane, leading to
missing rare cells or their subtypes. Clogging and damage
caused by sample transport in the microchannel present
additional challenges to the design of microfluidic devices
for isolation and analysis of rare cells.

Because of the above challenges, a comparison between
different isolation methods and the use of isolated rare cells
as biomarkers requires a standardized protocol for sampling
and pre-isolation processing. Several parameters can be used
to evaluate the performance of a microfluidic device for rare
cell isolation, namely: efficiency, recovery rate, yield, purity,
and viability. The efficiency (which is also termed as the
recovery rate or yield) is the ratio between the number of
isolated cells at the exit of the device over the number of
known targeted cells introduced at the inlet. Thus, the effi-
ciency can only be determined in experiments with spiked
cell samples. Another common measure of efficiency is
enrichment, which is the ratio of the volumetric concentration
of the isolated cells in the device with respect to the original
supplied sample. The purity is the ratio of isolated target
cells with respect to the total number of captured cells. The
viability is the percentage of cells surviving the isolation
process with respect to the total number of target cells. The
Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645 | 627
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performance of cell isolation may depend on the signature
used in a given method. Following, common signatures that
can be used for isolating rare cells are discussed.
Hydrodynamic signatures: size, density, deformability
(Young's modulus), morphology

Rare cells can be distinguished by several physical properties
including their size, density, deformability and morphology.
Most epithelial cells such as CTCs have sizes in the order of
15 to 25 microns, and are larger than red blood cells (RBCs)
(6–9 microns) and white blood cells (WBCs) (8–14 microns).
However, in contrast to blood cells with a narrow size distri-
bution, rare cells may have a wide size range. To further com-
plicate isolation based on size, the size of rare cells is often
dynamic since the same cell type may change in size over
time depending on environmental conditions. Mechanical
filtration is an effective method to separate cells based on
size. A number of microfilter designs are available. Micro-
filters are also well suited for the separation of cells with dif-
ferent deformabilities. A mismatch in density also allows for
isolation based on buoyancy or inertial forces. The availabil-
ity of high-speed, digital microscopy allows for real-time
monitoring of cells in a sample. Differences in shape or
morphology can be automatically captured using real-time
image processing.
Dielectrophoretic signature: specific membrane capacitance

Cells become polarized in a non-uniform electric field and can
be manipulated by the induced dielectropheresis (DEP) force.
DEP signatures not only vary among different cell types, but
also among different activation states of the same cell type.
The DEP force is tuned by varying the applied electric field
strength and the alternating current (AC) frequency. Varying
these two parameters would allow for the selective sorting of
a given cell type.
Immunochemical signature: specific antibodies

The adhesion force between a cell and a surface labeled with
antibodies is proportional to the capturing surface area and
the contact area with the cell. The proportionality factor is
the bond strength between a single antigen–antibody com-
plex.19 The adhesion force needs to balance the drag force
of the flow. Thus, an upper limit for the flow rate and the
throughput can be estimated for isolation based on this
affinity. The shear stress needed to overcome this cell adhe-
sion is on the order of few millipascals. Isolation methods
based on the immunochemical signature is further sub-
categorized as either positive or negative isolation. In positive
isolation, the target cells are captured and remain inside the
microfluidic device. In negative isolation, all the other cell
types are captured or filtered inside the device allowing only
the intact target cells to proceed to the exit.
628 | Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645
Magnetophoretic signature: magnetic susceptibility, or
immunospecific bonding to magnetic nanoparticles

The magnetic force is a body force. However, in the length scale
of microfluidic devices, similar to the inertial force, magnetic
forces are useful for cell isolation.20 Magnetophoresis is the
motion of a magnetic particle in a diamagnetic medium, or
conversely, of a diamagnetic particle in a magnetic medium.
In order to make the target cells magnetic, magnetic particles
coated with specific antibodies can be used to selectively
bond to a particular cell type. The magnetic susceptibility of a
cell type can also work as a magnetophoretic signature for
isolation. Since most cells are diamagnetic, the sample should
be mixed with a magnetic fluid to provide a mismatch in
the magnetic susceptibility and the corresponding magneto-
phoretic force.

Rare cell isolation methods and devices

The design process of a microfluidic device for rare cell isola-
tion may start with determining the key operating parameters
such as sample size, throughput, separation time and rarity.
These parameters will guide to a decision on channel dimen-
sions and possible parallelization. With the given geometry
and fabrication constraints, a suitable isolation concept and
device design based on one of the above signatures can then
be selected. The following section discusses various design
examples of recently published works according to the
respective signatures. The highlighted advantages and disad-
vantages provides criteria for researchers to consider when
tasked with designing, fabricating and testing a microfluidic
device for rare cell isolation.

Isolation based on hydrodynamic signatures

As mentioned above, isolation of rare cells can take advan-
tage of the difference in their physical properties (size,
deformability, density, etc.), which are independent of their
biochemical markers. Cell separation techniques based on
physical properties share some common advantages. First
of all, the approach is label free. These separation methods
only rely on the physical properties of the cells, requiring no
immunostaining or antibody labeling. Expensive chemical
reagents are not needed, decreasing the sample preparation
time as well as the risk of cell damage. Second, a high sorting
throughput is possible for cell separation based on physical
characteristics. With a proper design, this separation method
is able to handle a large amount of cellular samples in a
short time. For example, an advanced filtration technique
can process 7 ml of whole blood within minutes.21 Third,
these separation techniques are highly reproducible and con-
venient. The flow rate, sample concentration, and device
geometry are usually the key factors for the successful separa-
tion of a given cell type. Once the working conditions are
optimized for a cellular sample, the protocol could be vali-
dated for many clinical applications. With these advantages,
the sorting approach based on physical properties has been
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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applied to a variety of cells such as isolation of CTCs from
blood cells, parasites from blood cells, as well as WBCs and
platelets from whole blood samples.22–25 On the other hand,
there are limitations in selectivity due to the overlap in physi-
cal properties of the target and non-target cells.26,27 Further-
more, external factors such as the medium viscosity (plasma
with the separated blood cells) and cell–cell interactions in high
concentration may undermine the separation performance.
As a result, more efforts are still needed to overcome these
challenges. In the past few years, many microfluidic devices
have been developed for separating rare cells by their size
and deformability. This section discusses three approaches
in particular: filtration, deterministic lateral displacement
(DLD), and inertial-flow-based methods. All three methods
share the advantages mentioned above, but have their own
distinct features and technical challenges, which will be
addressed in detail.

The filtration technique separates cells based on varia-
tions in both size and deformability.28 The cellular sample
flows through filters made as micropillars, porous mem-
branes, or microweirs.29–31 Cells larger than a critical size or
with lower deformability are trapped on the inlet side of the
filters or retained in the filter arrays. Smaller cells or those
with a higher deformability can pass through the filter and
are collected at the outlet.32 Two advantages are often
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

Fig. 1 (A) Filtration using a 3D microfilter device and (inset) the applied f
FS: supporting force from the bottom membrane. FT: tensile stress force on
Smaller and more deformable cells can squeeze through the funnel cons
through the funnels when the flow direction is reversed periodically to uncl
and waste). Using a symmetrical design, large cells dispersed in the inlet are
at the collection outlet, while smaller cells enter the waste outlet. (D)
13 sections of post arrays with different critical diameters and spacings were
tion of the separation principle for high-throughput CTC isolation using
(blue arrows), the smaller hematologic cells migrate along the Dean vortic
larger CTCs will experience additional strong inertial lift forces (red arrows)
(F) The principle of a vortex chip based on inertial forces. At the chann
lift forces, the wall effect FLW and the shear-gradient lift force FLS. As a r
entrance into the reservoir, the wall effect is reduced. Larger cells still expe
the vortices. Smaller cells do not experience enough FLS and remain in the m
highlighted for the use of filtration techniques: the ability to
scale up for a high throughput by increasing the number of
filtration units, and the simple design geometry for separating
different cell types. Recently, interesting works have been
reported on the filtration technique with improved perfor-
mance.115 However, this technique still needs to overcome
some challenges. The major issues of filtration are the integ-
rity of cells that squeeze through the filtration pores. The fil-
tering process often results in changes in the cytoskeleton
and cell damage. Zheng et al. developed a 3D filtration sys-
tem with two porous PDMS layers (Fig. 1A).21 When tumor
cells were trapped in the filtration pores of the top layer,
the bottom layer provides support in the opposite direction
and thus effectively reduces the concentrated tensile stress
on the cells. This design allows the collection with high per-
centage of intact of tumor cells (>85%) at a high driving
pressure (0.5 psi) as well as flow rate (3–5 min for 9 ml of
blood sample). Clogging and saturation of the filter is
another problem which may result in irregular flows and a
loss of the filtration efficiency. To solve this problem,
McFaul et al. employed a ratchet structure and an oscillatory
flow to prevent clogging (Fig. 1B).33 With the help of a
reverse flow, no clogging and degradation of the device func-
tionality was observed during continuous operation of more
than 4 hours.
Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645 | 629

orces on a trapped cell. FL: force caused by the fluidic flow pressure.
the plasma membrane. (B) Microfluidic ratchet cell-sorting mechanism.
trictions during forward flow. However, they are unable to pass back
og the filter. (C) A DLD device with one inlet and two outlets (collection
focused against the central channel wall, where they can be collected

A DLD device designed to separate WBCs from RBCs and platelets.
used to separate cells with a range of diameters. (E) Schematic illustra-
Dean Flow Fractionation. Under the influence of Dean drag forces

es towards the inner wall, then back towards the outer wall again. The
and focus along the microchannel inner wall, thus achieving separation.
el inlet, cells are randomly distributed and experience two opposing
esult, cells migrate to dynamic lateral equilibrium positions, Xeq. Upon
rience a large FLS and are pushed away from the channel centerline into
ain flow. Images reproduced from ref. 21, 25, 33, 35, 38 and 39.
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In the DLD technique, the fluid flows pass through an array
of microposts. Each row of the posts has a lateral offset from
the previous row.34 Particles with a size below a critical
hydrodynamic diameter follow the periodic streamline
patterns through the gaps, and are able to navigate past the
posts. Particles with a size above the critical hydrodynamic
diameter cannot follow a streamline but bump against the
posts, and are displaced laterally, opposite to the small parti-
cles. Hence, particles with different diameters can be contin-
uously separated and collected at different outlets. DLD has
demonstrated its capabilities in high-throughput CTC sepa-
ration from a blood sample. Loutherback et al. showed that
an optimized DLD array (Fig. 1C) can isolate spiked cancer
cells from blood cells with an efficiency greater than 85% at
a flow rate up to 10 mL min−1.35 The DLD approach can
effectively separate cells with different sizes, as well as cells
with different shapes and deformability. This technique pro-
vides a morphology-based method for cell classification and
identification.36 Furthermore, DLD has shown one unique
property where a simple array design can be used to separate
multiple types of cells simultaneously. To separate cells with
a range of sizes, a number of different post arrays were
designed one immediately after another. Each array has a
slightly different critical diameter. Using the method shown
in Fig. 1D, Davis et al. successfully separated white blood
cells, red blood cells, and platelets from plasma.25 The dis-
criminating resolution or the difference in size of DLD sepa-
ration can be as small as 10 nm.34

Rare cells can be separated using the inertial lift force,
which is related to the particle velocity in a confined micro-
fluidic channel. Since the particle size determines the magni-
tude of the lift force, microfluidic devices with special
designs are used to induce inertial forces on cells with differ-
ent sizes and deformability.37 Inertial-based separation is
either performed by continuously separating multiple types
of cells, or by enriching one specific cell type. In the first
category, Hou et al. demonstrated Dean Flow Fractionation
(DFF) where a spiral microchannel (Fig. 1E) was used to gen-
erate centrifugal forces for continuous, size-based, one-step
separation of CTCs from blood.38 Using cancer cell lines, the
device performance was optimized to achieve a recovery
rate of more than 85%, and a throughput of 3 mL h−1. The
device was also validated by positive CTC enumeration in
samples from patients with metastatic lung cancer. In the
second category, Sollier et al. developed multiple expansion–
contraction reservoirs placed in series and parallel to a
straight main channel (Fig. 1F).39 When the sample flow had
a high Reynolds number (Re), cells larger than a critical
diameter were isolated in the reservoirs, while any cells
smaller than the critical diameter were washed down the
channel. This design successfully extracted and enumerated
CTCs from the blood of patients with breast and lung cancer,
which were enriched to a high purity with limited leukocyte
contamination (purity ranged from 57 to 94%). A short pro-
cessing time (20 min for 7.5 mL of whole blood), and a high
final concentration (final volume down to 300 μL) were
630 | Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645
achieved. Inertial microfluidics has also been used to sepa-
rate cells with different deformabilities. Hur et al. designed
an inertial microfluidic channel that took advantage of the
balance between a deformability-induced force and an iner-
tial lift force.40 In contrast to regular breast cancer cells
(MCF-7), those with increased metastatic potential (i.e.,
modMCF-7 cells) tend to migrate towards the flow centerline
despite the similarity of their diameters. Compared with the
other two separation methods, inertia-based sorting is a
contactless approach. During separation, cells suspend in the
fluid and do not contact any solid surface, hence minimizing
cell damage.41 On the other hand, the magnitude and direction
of the lift force in inertia-based cell separation are influenced
by multiple parameters including the channel dimensions,
the cross-sectional aspect ratio, the particle diameter, flow
rate, and particle–particle interactions.37 Thus, the design
and operation of inertia-based fluidic microdevices for rare
cell separation requires a detailed theoretical background
and practical experience.
Isolation based on dielectrophoretic signature

Another label-free isolation approach is dielectrophoresis
(DEP), which has been widely studied in microfluidics. DEP
has been demonstrated to be capable of separating cells
based on the variations in the dielectric properties of differ-
ent cell types.42–46 Recently, DEP-based separation of rare
cells, including oral cancer cells, colorectal cancer cells, pros-
tate tumor-initiating cells, and melanomas, has been
reported.47–51 By using a DEP technique, a high recovery rate
and purity can be achieved with an optimized flow rate,
where the DEP force acting on a target cell is larger than
the fluidic drag force. The dominant DEP force allows the
cell sample to move towards or away from the electrodes,
rather than following the sample flow.

In order to obtain a significant number of rare cells for
analysis, the minimum volume of a sample that needs to be
processed is usually about 5–10 mL. This leads to issues
associated with processing throughput. In order to improve
the throughput, DEP-based sorting techniques combined with
hydrodynamic approaches have been proposed. Shim et al.52

recently reported a continuous flow-based dielectrophoretic
field-flow-fractionation (DEP-FFF) technique53–56 as shown
in Fig. 2A. This technique is capable of processing 10 mL
of sample in less than 1 hour. As cells passed over the
electrodes, the target cells were attracted towards the bottom
of the channel because of a positive DEP force, while non-
target cells were forced away from the bottom because of
the negative DEP force. Thus, the two cell types were brought
to different heights in the channel, and eventually were
separated due to the balance between sedimentation, hydro-
dynamic lift, and DEP forces. The target cells, after being
restored to an equilibrium height, were finally collected at
one outlet. This technique was tested with various tumor
cell types spiked into peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) with a resulting average recovery rate of ~75%.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 2 (A) A continuous-flow chamber based on dielectrophoretic field-flow-fractionation (DEP-FFF) to isolate tumor cells from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs). (B) Schematic diagram of a microfluidic device for cancer cell separation using multi-orifice flow fractionation (MOFF)
and DEP. In the first separation region, the relatively larger MCF-7 cells and a few blood cells pass into the center channel and enter the DEP
channel, while most blood cells exit at outlet I. In the focusing region, all cells experience a positive DEP force and then align along both sides
of the channel. Finally, the second separation region selectively isolates MCF-7 cells via DEP. (C) An illustration of a microfluidic device using an
optically induced-dielectrophoretic (ODEP) force for cancer cell isolation. Six sections of animated (moving in the direction of the red arrows)
light-bar screens were digitally projected onto the CTC isolation zone. Images reproduced from ref. 52, 62 and 66.
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In their design, cells were separated in the vertical direction
with little restriction on the width of the microchannel. There-
fore, increasing the channel width can potentially further
increase the throughput, which is usually difficult to realize
with conventional lateral DEP separation methods.57–59

Another strategy to improve the performance of DEP tech-
niques is to employ a pre-separation step prior to DEP isola-
tion. By integrating DEP with multi-orifice flow fractionation
(MOFF),60,61 Moon et al.62 were able to separate human
breast cancer cells from diluted blood as shown in Fig. 2B. In
this work, rare cells were serially separated in two steps. First,
a majority of the blood cells were removed by MOFF, while
most of the CTCs with a small number of blood cells were
delivered into a subsequent separation region. In this region,
DEP forces were used to further purify and enrich the target
sample by isolating the CTCs into a smaller outlet channel.
This separation scheme showed that after two serial sorting
processes, CTCs were separated from blood cells with a recov-
ery rate of 76%, and enriched by ~160 fold. In addition, the
use of a sheath flow was not needed because an array of DEP
electrodes was implemented for cell alignment before the
second separation step. However, when adopting a multi-step
separation method, the accumulated loss of the target cells
inherent in each step may become significant and should be
taken into account.

In addition to physical electrodes, an optically-induced-
dielectrophoresis (ODEP) technique has also been pro-
posed,63–65 allowing for tunable and dynamic electrode
patterning in real time. Huang et al.66 utilized virtual
dynamic electrodes to separate CTCs from a leukocyte back-
ground with a novel design, as shown in Fig. 3C. Six moving
light-bar screens defined the separation region, which were
divided into two groups (identified as sections 1, 3, and 5;
and sections 2, 4, and 6 in Fig. 3C). These two groups of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
light-bars screened in opposite lateral directions. As the sam-
ple passed through the separation region, the cancer cells
were gradually pulled out into the buffer flow, while the leu-
kocytes were confined in the sample stream, due to the dif-
ferences in their sizes and dielectric properties. The novelty
of this design is the generation of a series of independent
and localized ODEP electrodes. This allows for the introduc-
tion of alternating, opposing forces in the separation region
to improve the selection sensitivity, which was rarely reported
in previous studies. Although the throughput still needs to be
improved before it can be applied to handle larger sample
volumes, this concept is worth further investigation.
Isolation based on immunochemical signature through
surface interaction

The interaction between a solid surface and cells has been
explored as another successful strategy for rare cell isolation.
The adoption of this strategy has been accelerated by the
recent development of microfluidic technologies. The large
surface to volume ratio of microfluidic channels significantly
increases the possibility of cell-to-surface interactions and
leads to a better isolation performance. Compared to other
approaches using immunochemical signature, surface-based
cell separation requires fewer or no sample preparation
steps.67–74 Labeling and modification occurs on the surface
of the device instead of on the surface of the cells. This
approach shortens the overall assay time and simplifies the
overall isolation protocol. Fewer sample preparation steps are
crucial for practical applications, as the loss of the precious
rare cells can be minimized. Generally, surface-based cell
separations rely on the differential adhesion potential
between target cells and non-target cells. The differential
adhesion between cells can be created either through
Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645 | 631
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Fig. 3 (A) Schematic showing the chemical conjugation between the functionalized graphene oxide nanosheets and the EpCAM antibodies.
Graphene oxide nanosheets are adsorbed onto the gold pattern. The N-γ-maleimidobutyryloxy succinimide ester (GMBS) crosslinker binds to
PL–PEG–NH2 on the graphene oxide nanosheets. The NeutrAvidin is connected to the GMBS and biotinylated EpCAM. (B) Enhanced cell transport
to a fluid-permeable capture surface is achieved by diverging streamlines. Gentle cell rolling and arrest on the capture surface occurs due to
reduced shear and increased cell–surface interactions. (C) Isolation and detection of cancer cells in whole blood using a long, multivalent DNA
aptamer-based microfluidic device. The magnified box illustrates a captured cell bound by several long DNA molecules via multiple aptamer
domains (red colored sections). (D) Schematic of a nanotopography generated by RIE on a glass surface. The inserts show a magnified illustration
(right) and SEM (left) images of cancer cells captured on the nanoroughened glass surfaces. Images reproduced from ref. 90–92 and 99.
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immobilizing immunoaffinity-binding molecules or imple-
menting specific surface patterns. In positive selection mode,
target cells should preferably bind to the surface, whereas
non-target cells have minimum specific interactions with the
surface. After applying an optimum shear stress (typically by
adjusting the flow rate), the separation of target cells from
non-target cells can be achieved. The “optimum shear stress”
is the balance between the separation efficiency and the
purity. In practice, it is almost impossible to find a shear
stress level for both best separation efficiency and highest
purity. Thus, it is always important to understand which
parameter is the more critical for the specific cell separation
application. A higher shear stress tends to give a better
purity, as it is able to remove non-specifically bound cells
more efficiently. Lower shear stress allows for better interac-
tion between cells and the surface and favors higher separa-
tion efficiency. For rare cell isolation, finding all the rare
cells is always the highest priority, so separation efficiency is
more important than purity. However, in practice, the
shear stress or flow rate cannot be too low and takes too
632 | Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645
much time, especially for isolation of rare cells that requires
screening a large sample volume. Therefore, the key for using
surface-based separation in rare cell applications is to increase
the throughput as much as possible while maintaining a
high efficiency.

Due to the dominant laminar flow regime, cells tend to
follow the streamline in microchannels. However, laminar
flow also prevents effective interaction between cells and the
surface. Thus, many previous studies focused on modifying
the surface of microchannels to enhance cell–surface interac-
tions. Nagrath et al. fabricated 78 000 silicon microposts in a
microchannel and reported the successful capture of CTCs
using the anti-EpCAM antibody from clinical samples.75 The
large amount of microposts significantly increases the sur-
face area for cell capture compared to flat straight channels.
Moreover, the possibility of cell–surface interaction is further
enhanced if laminar flow streams are disrupted by the stag-
gered array of microposts. Gleghorn et al. used a micropost
array to create size dependent enhancement of cell–surface
interactions.76 The array of microposts favored the capture of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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larger cancer cells over the smaller blood cells, resulting in
better capture purity. Sheng et al. also reported the use of
micropost structures for capturing CTCs using an aptamer
coated surface.77 In addition to the micropost strategy, Soper
and coworkers reported a CTC capture device with high
aspect ratio (35 μm width and 150 μm height) and
sinusoidal-shaped channels.78–81 These optimized micro-
channels lead to the successful capture of CTCs from a 1 mL
blood sample in 37 min. Stott et al. implemented herring-
bone structures in a microfluidic channel to enhance cell–
surface interaction.82 The herringbone structures generate
chaotic advection enabling rapid fluid mixing. The resulting
chaotic flow also helps to increase the chance of cell–surface
interaction. Stott et al. showed that a capture efficiency of
92% was achieved with a similar flow rate to the micropost-
based CTC-chip. The herringbone chip not only improves the
performance of the previous device but also simplifies
the fabrication process. This design has been adopted by
other surface-based rare cell capture devices.83,84 Recently,
Sheng et al. further enhanced the capture efficiency and
purity of the herringbone chip by increasing the groove
widths, and applying the optimized device to monitor
patients' response to therapy.85

Since specific binding only occurs on the surface, modify-
ing the surface is another important direction to improve the
performance of isolation devices based on surface interac-
tions. Improved efficiency has been reported from using
surfaces patterned with nanostructures. Nanostructures on
the surface facilitate cell binding by increasing the surface
area and disturbing the flow. Wang et al. patterned the sur-
face with silicon nanopillars and showed improved cell cap-
ture as compared to a flat surface.86 Combining herringbone
structures in a microfluidic channel, a capture efficiency of 95%
for MCF-7 cells was achieved with a flow rate of 1 mL h−1.84

Halloysite nanotubes, multivalent DNA nanospheres, and TiO2

nanoparticles have been studied and demonstrated their
abilities to enhance cell capture on the surface.83,87–89 Recently,
Yoon et al. reported the isolation of CTCs on functionalized
graphene oxide nanosheets.90 Flower-shaped gold patterns
(58 957 flowers over 100 × 100 μm) were first deposited on a
flat silicon substrate (Fig. 3A). Graphene oxide was then
adsorbed onto the gold surface. After coated with anti-EpCAM,
the device isolated MCF-7 cells with a capture efficiency of
82% and a throughput of 3 mL h−1. Mittal et al. fabricated a
porous membrane for cell capture in a sandwiched micro-
fluidic flow channel (Fig. 3B).91 The pore size of the mem-
brane is 200 nm, allowing the fluid to pass while retaining
cells on the surface. Since the fluid is able to pass along the
bottom surface, an additional flow towards the surface exists
and forces cells to interact with it. As a result, this device
allows for a much higher flow rate while maintaining the
same level of capture efficiency. The authors reported a 20-fold
increase in flow rate as compared to a solid surface device.
Inspired by creatures of nature such as jelly fish, which
use long tentacles to capture flowing particles, Zhao et al.
immobilized long chain DNA molecules (10–100 micrometers)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
on the channel surface (Fig. 3C).92 The DNA molecules contain
repeated specific aptamer sequences to recognize target cells.
The long-chain DNA molecules extend into the flow and increase
the accessibility of aptamer to cells, avoiding the detrimental
boundary effects at the surface. The authors compared the
aptamer-coated device with a CTC-chip and a silicon nano-
pillar chip, and demonstrated a higher capture efficiency at a
flow rate of 2 mL h−1.

One major limitation for surface-based isolation of rare
cells is the difficulty in releasing viable cells after capture.
Releasing with elevated shear stress has a low efficiency and
causes excessive dilution of the sample. More importantly, a
high shear stress very likely damages the cells. Another com-
mon option for releasing isolated cells is enzyme digestion.
However, enzyme digestion may require a prolonged diges-
tion time and damages cells during the digestion process.
Shen et al. replaced the capture antibody with an aptamer for
capturing lung cancer CTCs.93 Because an aptamer is an oli-
gonucleotide, it can be cleaved using a nuclease solution
without disturbing the cells. Several groups employed ther-
mal responsive materials to achieve the highly efficient and
viable release of cells.94–97 Poly(Nisopropyacrylamide)
(PNIPAAm) is a widely used thermally responsive material
for releasing captured cells. PNIPAAm is hydrophobic at a
temperature above its lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) of 32 °C. When the temperature is below 32 °C, the
material becomes hydrophilic due to the hydration of its
molecules. A hydrophilic surface is not preferable for protein
adsorption, so cells can be removed with a mildly elevated
shear stress. After release, a viability of 94% has been
reported. Plouffe et al. utilized an aqueous alginate solution
and achieved the release of viable cells.98 At room temperature,
aqueous alginate can form a hydrogel after adding calcium
ions. This process is reversible. A calcium ion chelator,
such as EDTA, can transform the hydrogel back to its
liquid state and allow for the release of the cells. No signifi-
cant change in cell viability was reported from using this
process.

Fu et al. reported the successful specific capture of
cancer cells on glass surfaces with a random nano-roughness
(Fig. 3D).99 The separation of cancer cells from blood cells
was achieved through their differential adhesion preference.
Cancer cells are more likely to attach on the rough glass
surface generated by reactive ion etching (RIE). Compared to
other surface-based cell capture methods, this method is
unique because it does not require specific recognition
molecules. The method has the potential to become an
important complementary approach to the existing antibody-
based surface capture methods. However, this strategy still
needs more validation using clinical samples before it can be
adopted widely.
Isolation based on magnetophoretic signature

An isolation method based on magnetophoresis has been
developed for years as a relatively mature and reliable
Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645 | 633
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technique for microfluidic-based rare cell isolation.100–104

This concept uses a magnetic field gradient to selectively
isolate magnetic-particle-labeled cells from the sample flow,
and thus is also called an immunomagnetic technique.
Compared to the passive hydrodynamic approaches, such as
inertial microfluidics and DLD, immunomagnetic-based sep-
aration actively applies a strong magnetic force to extract
the magnetic-particle-labeled cells, which is less dependent
on the flow conditions and particle–particle interactions.
Therefore, this technique is able to achieve a higher
specificity, and is possible to process whole blood in a
high-throughput manner.105–107 Furthermore, the immuno-
magnetic technique is a biocompatible approach with low
damage to the cells. Although a high-gradient magnetic field
is used, the forces are not directly applied on cells. It
has been reported that almost 100% viability can be achieved
with this method.108 The most obvious limitation of this
technique is the requirement for a label, and hence
additional sample preparation steps are required.

Among the immunomagnetic approaches, lateral magneto-
phoresis is a common method for cell separation. This
method utilizes a horizontal magnetic field to drag labeled
target cells from the sample flow into the buffer flow
(Fig. 4A).109 Lateral magnetophoresis has been demonstrated
as a robust technique for rare cell separation with a high
634 | Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645

Fig. 4 (A) Schematic of a magnetophoretic microdevice with two inlets an
source path are pulled across the laminar streamline boundary into the
(B) Capture principle of a magnetic sifter. A whole blood sample is label
external magnetic field. Magnetically labeled target cells are captured at th
pass through the pores. (C) Operating principle and practical implemen
patterned on the bottom of a microfluidic channel. The application of an
regular array of magnetic bead columns localized on top of the ink dots. A
columns. Images reproduced from ref. 107, 109 and 111.
throughput and a high recovery rate. A typical example is
the magnetophoretic microseparator reported recently by
Kim et al. to isolate CTCs from human peripheral blood.108

After specifically binding to immunomagnetic beads, CTC
isolation was performed via lateral magnetophoresis. Diluted
blood samples spiked with CTCs were tested with this device,
achieving a high recovery rate of ~90% and a purity of 97%
at a flow rate up to 5 mL h−1. However, this design requires
a buffer flow and may dilute the collected target sample.
Zhang et al. replaced the lateral magnetic field gradient by a
vertical version, and isolated rare cells from a continuous
blood sample flow. This method does not require any buffer
flow and allows for simultaneous sample concentration with
a high capture efficiency.106,110

Unlike conventional magnetophoresis,108 which images
and analyzes the isolated rare cells on a separate cover slip,
Earhart et al. recently developed a magnetic sifter for inte-
grated on-chip separation, imaging, and analysis of rare cells
as shown in Fig. 4B.107 A magnetic porous structure enabled
the passage of cellular samples and generated sufficient mag-
netic forces to capture the labeled cells. The isolation of rare
cells was simply performed by passing the sample through
the magnetic sifter. Upon the application of an external
magnetic field, CTCs labeled with magnetic beads were
trapped at the pore edges, while non-labeled blood cells were
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

d two outlets. Inset shows how magnetic beads flowing from the upper
lower collection path when subjected to a magnetic field gradient.

ed with magnetic tags and pumped through the pores by an applied
e pore edges where high magnetic field gradients exist. Unlabeled cells
tation of the Ephesia system. A hexagonal array of magnetic ink is
external vertically-aligned magnetic field induces the formation of a
fter the passage of 400 Raji cells, numerous cells are captured on the
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removed by the flow. CTC isolation from human whole
blood was realized with this magnetic sifter at a flow rate of
10 mL h−1, achieving a high recovery rate of ~90%. The direct
contact between the magnetic material and the sample flow
is crucial for improving the isolation efficiency. Moreover, by
removing the external magnetic field, isolated rare cells were
released and collected at the outlet after on-chip imaging
and analysis.

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the require-
ment for a label in this technique requires an additional
sample pretreatment step. To address this issue, Viovy et al.
invented an unconventional immunomagnetic separation
method shown in Fig. 4C.111 Instead of labeling the target
cells, antibody-conjugated magnetic beads were dynamically
assembled into an array of columns in the microfluidic
channel with the help of the pre-patterned magnetic traps on
the substrate. As a result, when the sample flows through
the channel, cells with specific biomarkers are captured by
the assembled magnetic beads. Recently, this device has
been applied to CTC isolation by Svobodova et al.112,113

Though the sample preparation step was avoided by this
method, labeled magnetic beads are still needed. The mecha-
nism of this method is similar to the immunocapture-
based cell isolation. However, the superiority of this method
lies in the dynamically assembled microstructures (magnetic
microbeads), allowing for controllable release and recon-
struction using an external magnetic field. To achieve high-
throughput rare cell isolation, the magnetic forces for
assembly need to be strong enough to overcome the high
flow velocity.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

Table 1 Summary of various rare cell isolation techniques

Techniques Sample type Flo

Filtration MCF-7 breast cancer cells 3 m
Breast, gastric, and colon tumor cells 1 m
Breast and colon cancer cells 12
Hematopoietic stem cells 17
MCF-7 breast cancer cells 25

DLD MDAMB231, PC3, MCF10A cancer cells 10
T. brucei parasites in blood 60

Inertial fluidics HeLa and MCF7 cancer cells
MCF-7, MDA-MB-231, HeLa cells 50
MCF-7, T24 and MDA-MB-231 cells ~1
Nucleated cells in blood >3
MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells 56

DEP SKOV3 and MDA-MB-231 cancer cells 18
Rare bacteria in blood 5 μ
MDA-MB cancer cells 20
MDA-MB cancer cells
Prostate tumor initiating cells 4 μ

Immunocapture Leukemia cells 36
Circulating tumor cells 20
Lymphoblast CCRF-CEM cells 1μ
Circulating tumor cells 34
Prostate cancer circulating tumor cells 17

Immunomagnetic M6C breast cancer cells 20
MCF7 breast cancer cells
C. albicans fungi in blood 33
H1650 cancer cells 17
COLO205 and SKBR3 cancer cells 17
Summary of rare cell isolation
methods and devices
Table 1 summarizes the performance of each rare cell isola-
tion technique previously introduced in terms of volu-
metric flow rate, efficiency, purity, and cell viability. Due to
the differences in cell types and sample concentrations in
each study, we are unable to draw a definitive conclusion
about which technique is superior based on the data
reported. Even using the same mechanism, devices with dif-
ferent designs varied in their results. However, some general
patterns are observed and can be summarized into design
rules. The cell samples used in these studies reveals that
many research works have focused on CTC isolation from
whole human blood, because of their great clinical signifi-
cance in cancer diagnostics and therapy. Nevertheless,
these techniques have also been applied to isolate stem
cells, parasites, and bacteria, demonstrating their general
applicability. From an engineering point of view, cell isola-
tion based on physical properties can obtain a higher volu-
metric flow rate than other isolation techniques. Filtration,
DLD, and inertial fluidic techniques have been reported with
an operating flow rate of more than 1 mL min−1. This high
flow rate is rarely found in other techniques. However, the
flow rate does not reflect an actual throughput, which is
defined as the total amount of cells processed per unit time.
As a result, the sample concentration should also be considered.
In this respect, the immunomagnetic and immunoaffinity-
based methods show a higher ability to process human whole
blood without any dilution. Other techniques including
Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645 | 635

w rate Efficiency Purity Viability Ref.

L min−1 87% 85% 21
L min−1 >80% 98% 22
μl min−1 >80% >80% 32
.2 μL min−1 >98% >90% 114
–100 μl min−1 90%–50% 115
mL min−1 >85% >95% 35
nL min−1 99% 23

23% 85% 116
μL min−1 >85% ~10% 98% 38
mL min−1 >80% >90% 117
0 μL min−1 >90% 118
5 μL min−1 85% 119
–25 μL min−1 68.3% 97.1% 54
L min−1 95% 42
μL min−1 70%–80% 52

>90% 10% ~90% 56
L min−1 61%–70% 50
μL min−1 ∼95% ∼81% ∼93% 77
0 μL min−1 92% 14% 95% 82
L min−1 ∼80% ~38% 66% 92
μL min−1 65% 50% 98% 75
μL min−1 >80% 62% 76
0 μL min−1 90% >90% 103

60% 50% 100
0 μL min−1 80% 105
0 μL min−1 96% 107
0 μL min−1 86%–90% 106
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physical-property-based isolation, as well as DEP approaches,
usually require sample dilution, and some of them need sheath
flows or buffer flows as well. Most of the studies have charac-
terized the efficiency but only some of them reported the
purity, because the capture efficiency is more important for
rare cell isolation. Generally, a higher efficiency can be
achieved by decreasing the flow rate. Therefore, a compromise
should be found between the isolation efficiency and through-
put. The purities in different studies were varied from 10% to
90%, while an efficiency higher than 80% is usually preferred.
The average efficiency of all the studies listed in Table 1 is
calculated to be ~82%. Moreover, most of the reported cell
viabilities are higher than 90%.

Obviously, every technique has its own limitations. For
example, filtration for cell separation is a label-free, high-
throughput approach, but its specificity is relatively low due
to the possible overlap in cell sizes, making it not applicable
to all sample types. On the other hand, cell isolation based
on immunocapture has a high specificity, but the throughput
is limited by effective cell–surface interactions. One strategy
to improve the performance of rare cell separation is the
combination of two or more separation mechanisms. Several
works have explored this direction, including the use of
DEP with immunocapture,120,121 DEP with DLD,122 DLD with
immunocapture,123 as well as immunoaffinity with hydro-
dynamic force.124 Another strategy is to explore novel separa-
tion techniques and physical phenomena to overcome the
existing challenges in rare cell isolation. For example, in the past
few years, acoustofluidics has paved a new way for particle–cell
separation.125–127 Recently, Adams et al. demonstrated an ultra
high-throughput (1 L h−1) acoustophorestic microdevice, which
was able to remove RBCs from human whole blood with an
efficiency up to 95%.128 Acoustic waves have also been utilized
to separate prostate cancer cells from white blood cells
(WBCs),129 and sorting of viable MCF-7 breast tumor cells from
nonviable cells.130 Although acoustic-wave-based rare cell sepa-
ration is still at an early research stage, further development
and optimization may lead to a useful technique for rare
cell separation because of its advantages of high throughput,
label-free nature, and noninvasiveness.131–135

Rare cell analysis methods and
devices

The subsequent step after isolation of rare cells is their
analysis. Cell analysis is important for fundamental cellular
studies, drug discovery, diagnostics, and prognostics. The
analysis is usually conducted at the molecular level (DNA,
RNA, protein, secreted molecules, etc.) or at the cellular level
(cell metabolism, cell morphology, cell–cell interactions, etc.).
For the analysis of rare cells, a high throughput and a high
sensitivity are often required for the chosen analytical
methods and devices, because of their extremely low abun-
dance and the associated high level of noise. In this respect,
microfluidics provides an ideal platform for rare cell studies,
due to the simplified handling of small sample volumes,
636 | Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645
multiplexing capabilities, and large surface-to-volume
ratios.136,137 Rare cell studies using microfluidics are carried
out either in stationary fluids or in continuous flows. Both
methods have their own scope of corresponding applications.
Stationary fluids are usually preferred for cell studies at the
molecular level, while both methods have been adopted
in the studies at the cellular level. Over the past decade,
a variety of microfluidic techniques have been developed
based on these two modes, which will be introduced and
illustrated below by representative examples. A small number
of these techniques have been applied to study specific
biological questions, while most of them still remain at the
proof-of-concept stage.
Rare cell analysis in stationary microfluidics

In stationary microfluidics, the cell sample is fixed in the
microfluidic device for long-term cell culture, biochemical
reactions, and signal detection.138 This analysis approach
allows for the detection of low-intensity signals by enhancing
the exposure time, and also allows for monitoring the
dynamic cellular responses with time-lapsed imaging. Here,
the advantages of miniaturization techniques over conven-
tional approaches (e.g., cells in a Petri dish culture) manifest
in terms of a high-throughput capability, usually by isolating
cells in a large multiplex microarray for parallel processing,
even at single-cell resolution.139,140 These high-density arrays
are often microstructures (microwells, microchamber, etc.)
fabricated by photolithography, or microdroplets generated
in situ to encapsulate multiple cells or single cells.136 One
example developed by the Quake group using the
microstructure-based approach is the fabrication of dynamic
arrays on a chip for genetic analysis.141 In their design, thou-
sands of PDMS-based microchambers were created with con-
trollable microvalves for performing single-cell real-time
PCR.142–144 This technique has recently been applied to
single-cell profiling of CTCs, and provided an early insight
into CTC heterogeneity.145

One of the challenges for rare cell analysis at the molecular
level is the ability to detect low-intensity signals. The small
volumes (from pL to nL) in microdevices restricts signal
dilution in the fluidic environment. Some new microfluidic-
based bioengineered approaches for the enhancement of
detection sensitivities have also been reported in the past
few years.146–148 The on-chip rolling-circle-enhanced enzyme
activity detection (REEAD) technique presented by Juul et al.
is a typical example (Fig. 5A).149 In their studies, the REEAD
technique was used to quantify single enzymatic events
(hTopl or Flp recombinase activities) in rare cells with a back-
ground of wild-type cells. The single cells were encapsulated
into an array of picoliter droplets for lysis and enzymatic reac-
tions (top image in Fig. 5A). Since the recombinase reaction
products (circular DNA) were too small to be detected using
microscopes, an isothermal rolling circle amplification (RCA)
was then carried out to convert the circular DNA into a
fluorescently-labeled, long-chain tandem repeat products
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 5 (A) A microdevice for rolling-circle-enhanced enzyme activity detection (REEAD) assay for the specific detection of single enzymatic events.
The droplets are confined in a drop-trap on a primer-coated glass slide on which isothermal rolling circle amplification (RCA) takes place.
(B) Schematic of the microarray layout with 96 wells with the 6 × 5 mm2 scanning area shaded. Inset shows a finite element model of fluid flow
through a microwell. The fluorescence images show the H2B-EYFP-labeled PtK2 cells in a single microwell after seeding (left); 12 h later (right),
they attached, spread, and divided (*). Scale bar: 100 μm. (C) Schematic of optical trapping of a single cell for Raman spectroscopy. (D) (Left) A
microdevice for graphene-based detection of single Plasmodium falciparum-infected erythrocyte. (Right) Specific binding between ligands located
on positively charged membrane knobs of infected erythrocyte and CD36 receptors on the graphene channel produces a distinct conductance
change. The conductance returns to a baseline value when the parasite-infected erythrocyte exits the graphene channel. (E) A microdevice
for hydrodynamic deformability cytometry. The first opposing pair of microchannel branched flows impact the cell suspension perpendicularly to
perform hydropipetting. The second pair of channels flows towards the cell suspension, forming an extensional flow to perform deformability
cytometry. (F) (Left) Schematic of the microfluidic cell rolling cytometer, in which cells are forced into contact with adhesion molecule-coated
ridges. (Right) Cross-section views of the cell rolling cytometer. Specific adhesion interactions retard the cell and change its trajectory. Without
specific interactions, a cell quickly travels through the channel, following the focusing trajectory. Images reproduced from ref. 149, 152, 154, 165,
168 and 170.
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(left bottom image in Fig. 5A). This critical signal-
amplification step enabled the visualization of fluorescence
signals from the tandem repeat products, and hence the
direct quantification of single enzyme activities (right bottom
image in Fig. 5A). Although the REEAD assay has been
demonstrated in an off-chip manner before, the spreading of
signals in a large reaction volume (~9 mm2) makes it less
sensitive.150 The on-chip REEAD assay in this work was able to
achieve single-cell resolution and the limit of detection (LOD)
was increased by >100 fold compared with the traditional
“large-volume” assay.

Rare cell studies at the cellular level are usually applied
for cell identification, monitoring of cellular kinetics, as well
as the measurement of cell properties, such as mechanical,
optical, and immunochemical properties.137,151 In stationary
microfluidics, the microenvironment can better mimic
in vivo conditions. Moreover, the miniaturized microdevices
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
allow for fully-integrated parallel processing with improved
efficiency and throughput, which are especially important
for rare cell events. In a traditional macro-scale setup, cellu-
lar kinetic studies are only optimized for either high spatio-
temporal resolution or high experimental throughput. To
find a balance between imaging resolution and experimental
throughput, Albrecht et al. developed a microfluidic-based
time-lapsed imaging platform for rare cell event detection, as
illustrated in Fig. 5B.152 This microdevice contains a 96
microwell array (6 × 5 mm2 scanning area), divided into four
separate fluidic circuits. Each circuit had a common inlet
and outlet for sample loading and medium exchange using
a pipette. The platform can be used to study the dynamic
responses of cells, such as mitotic kinetics and spindle
orientation dynamics. At a high imaging resolution, this
microdevice was able to achieve a much higher throughput
as compared to other traditional approaches. For example, a
Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645 | 637
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5 day experiment conducted on this microfluidic platform
achieved comparable results that would have taken more
than a month to finish processing using the single-well
microscopy. In addition, the day-to-day variability was also
suppressed with this platform owing to the high-resolution
parallel analysis.

In order to measure the optical properties of cells, it is
sometimes necessary to immobilize cells using microfluidics.
Raman scattering is a label-free method for cell identification
and characterization.153 However, this method requires a
longer time to measure the signal compared with fluores-
cence detection. Recently, Liberale et al. demonstrated an
integrated optical tweezers for three-dimensional (3D) immo-
bilization of single cells as shown in Fig. 5C.154 In this setup,
a four optical fiber bundle was incorporated into the sub-
strate of the microdevice to generate four independent
laser beams. Four micro prisms located at the top of the
fibers then refracted the laser lines towards a focal point for
3D trapping of the cells (top image of Fig. 5C). These minia-
turized optical tweezers allowed for the long-term interroga-
tion of single cells by immobilizing them at a stable position
in a non-contact manner, with more control in the vertical
direction compared with conventional 2D optical tweezers.
Using this tool, the distinct Raman signature of a colon
cancer cell was successfully measured (bottom image of
Fig. 5C). However, the throughput was relatively low. To
improve the throughput for rare cell scanning, a large array
of micro-optical tweezers for simultaneous trapping and
measurement is preferred.
Rare cell analysis in continuous-flow microfluidics

Microfluidic platforms have become a powerful tool to inves-
tigate rare cells in continuous flow or microfluidic cytometry.
Because of its single-cell resolution, the rare cell sample can
directly go through the system without prior separation or
purification. Fluorescence intensity, wavelength, and light
scatter are the most commonly used parameters in conven-
tional flow cytometry.155 Microfluidic cytometry shows a
greater diversity in the biomarkers, which enables the
analysis of cells from different perspectives. In addition to the
conventional optical parameters,156 microfluidic cytometry
is also capable of measuring other parameters, such as electri-
cal properties (conductance, impedance),157–159 mechanical
properties (deformability, stiffness),155,156 magnetic properties
(magnetic resistance, Hall effect),162,163 adhesion behaviors,164

and other optical properties (brightness with two-photon
excitation, fluorescence lifetime).155

Electrical signals have been widely used as a characteristic
signature in microfluidic cytometry for cell identification,
cell counting, and differentiation of cell states, due to its
high sensitivity and compatibility to be integrated with
microfluidic systems.157–159 Ang et al. developed a graphene-
based flow sensor to detect malaria-infected red blood cells
in a “flow-catch-release” method as shown in Fig. 5D.165

As the blood sample flows through the microchannel which
638 | Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645
was integrated with a graphene-transistor array, malaria-
infected red blood cells were temporarily captured by the
surface-functionalized graphene, resulting in changes in the
electrical conductance. By characterizing the conductance
dwell times, cells at different stages of infection could be
identified. The electrical signal-based flow cytometers can
lead to a highly compact and cost-effective system for label-
free rare cell sensing by eliminating the need of a high-power
laser and an expensive optics system. Moreover, an optics-
free approach is much easier to develop a parallel processing
model by implementing large-scale integrated electronic
circuits.

In the past few years, the mechanical properties of cells
has drawn more attention as a biomarker arising from its
high correlation to certain diseases.166 A variety of works
have been reported to explore the mechanical properties of
tumor cells, parasite-infected red blood cells, and stem
cells.160,161,167 Recently, Dudani et al. developed a high-
throughput (65 000 cells s−1) microfluidic cytometer for label-
free, cellular-mechanical phenotyping based on pinched-flow
hydrodynamic stretching as shown in Fig. 5E.168 The
inertially-focused cells were deformed by hydrodynamic
forces when they were delivered to the center of an exten-
sional flow. The cell deformability was then characterized
with the assistance of high-speed microscopic imaging and
an automated image analysis program. The throughput of
this work was higher by over an order of magnitude than that
reported previously by the same group. This improvement
was achieved by the integration of a “hydropipetting” unit,
which squeezed cells with perpendicular high-speed pinch
flows and thus reducing their residence time at the stagna-
tion point of the extensional flow.

The dynamic adhesion behavior of cells has also been
applied as a specific biomarker for phenotyping of rare cells.
However, the conventional parallel-plate chambers have poor
tethering or contact efficiency, which might reduce their sen-
sitivities and performance.169 To overcome this limitation,
Choi et al. recently reported a novel microfluidic cell-rolling
cytometer to quantify surface adhesion dynamics of mesen-
chymal stem cells (MSC) as shown in Fig. 5F.170 This
cytometer was constructed by creating an array of 3D ridges,
coated with adhesion molecules (receptors) in a micro-
channel. The cells first flowed into a narrow focusing chan-
nel, in which the high shear stress limited cell rolling on the
surface. As cells went into the wider adhesion channel, the
decreased sheer stress resulted in the interaction between
cells and the adhesion ridges. The cells with specific ligands
were able to roll on the channel surface due to the combined
action of the ligand–receptor interaction and the fluidic drag
force. These cells thereby followed the orientation of the
ridges into the gutter side. Conversely, the non-interacting
cells just followed the flow direction and stayed in the focus-
ing side. Using microscope observations, the transit times
and lateral positions of the rolling cells were characterized
with single-cell resolution. This rolling cell cytometer was
sensitive enough to quantify different levels of cellular
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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adhesion, revealing the differentiation states of MSCs, which
is beyond the ability of a conventional flow cytometer.

Applications of rare cell isolation
and analysis

The previous sections discussed various microfluidic-based
methods and devices for rare cell isolation and analysis.
These techniques will need to be further optimized before
being applied to different cell types. Besides CTCs, other
types of rare cells also have significant value in biomedical
research, diagnostics, and therapeutics. In this section, we will
briefly introduce the background and properties of several
categories of rare cells in order to provide some direction for
future applications and optimization of these techniques.

Circulating tumor cells (CTCs)

Carcinoma cells shed from primary tumor sites which circu-
late in the blood stream are circulating tumor cells. They are
considered to be closely related to cancer metastasis which is
the leading cause of cancer mortality. Preliminary studies
have indicated the role of CTCs in the prognosis and treat-
ment of metastatic cancers.171–173 The first challenge in iso-
lating CTCs is the low abundance of CTCs in a blood sample
(normally 1–100 cells mL−1), which calls for methods with
high throughput, recovery rate, and sensitivity. Second, isola-
tion is more complicated due to the heterogeneity of CTCs.
For example, many immunoaffnity methods rely on the
expression of epithelial markers (i.e., EpCAM) by CTCs. How-
ever, tumor cells that are able to enter the blood stream may
undergo an epithelial–mesenchymal transition, resulting in
the down-regulation or negative expression of EpCAM.174

Even within the same patient sample, there may be different
subpopulations of cancer cells, e.g., cancer stem cells
(CSCs).18 To avoid the bias from biochemical detection
methods, CTCs can also be isolated based on physical param-
eters, such as size and deformability. The sizes of most CTCs
are estimated in the range of 12–25 μm, which are larger
than most of the blood cells.30 But it should also be noted
that different types of cancers have different size distribu-
tions for CTCs, some of which may overlap with blood
cells.175,176 The deformability is another possible parameter
to differentiate CTCs and blood cells, but researchers should
be aware that the same population of CTCs may have
different deformabilities depending on the state of the cells.
Zhang et al. reported that cancer cells with a higher meta-
static potential showed a high deformability.160

Circulating endothelial cells (CECs) and circulating
endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs)

The disruption of endothelial function and integrity is
closely related with many pathological processes, including
the presence of an infection, cancer, or cardiovascular dis-
ease. One potential non-invasive approach to evaluate the
integrity of the endothelium is by detecting circulating
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
endothelial cells in the blood. It has been reported that
the number of circulating endothelial cells increases with the
level of vascular damage due to a disease.177 Circulating
endothelial progenitor cells are considered to originate from
bone marrow and play a role in the repair of damaged blood
vessels.178 Depending on the detection methods and the
specific disease, the concentration of CECs and EPCs in a
human blood sample varies significantly with a typical range
between 1–10 000 cells mL−1.179 There is still no single
surface biomarker to identify CECs and EPCs.180 Generally,
CECs should have negative expression of a pan-leukocyte
marker (CD45) and a primitive haemopoietic cell marker
(CD133) and positive expression of endothelial markers
(e.g., von Willebrand factor, VE-cadherin, CD105, and
CD146).178,181 CD146 is the most widely used marker for
immunomagnetic isolation of CECs.182 For EPCs, they
should also be positive for immaturity markers (CD34 and
CD133) in addition to the expression of endothelial
markers.180 The sizes of CECs range from 20 to 50 μm in
diameter, whereas EPCs are normally less than 20 μm since
they are immature cells.178

Fetal cells in maternal blood

Prenatal diagnosis of fetal cytogenetic characteristics is criti-
cal to the identification of fetal autosomal abnormalities.
Currently, this is achieved through amniocentesis or chori-
onic villus sampling (CVS).183 However, these approaches are
invasive and thus increase the risk of fetal loss or maternal
injury. Therefore, developing non-invasive methods for pre-
natal diagnosis is of great importance. Fetal cells circulating
in the maternal blood are the ideal candidates for non-
invasive examination of the genetic information of a fetus.
There are several types of fetal cells in maternal blood that
can be used for diagnosis, including trophoblasts, leukocytes,
and erythroblasts (nucleated red blood cells (NRBCs)).
Among them, NRBCs are a more favored target as they are
relatively more abundant and have a shorter life-span, which
avoids contamination between pregnancies.184 These fetal
cells are extremely rare. Current estimates range from 1–2
cells per 1 mL to 1–3 cells per 30 mL.185 Furthermore, the iso-
lation of fetal cells is complicated by the lack of surface
makers. For NRBCs, immunomagnetic separation relies on
the depletion of CD45+ cells, or the positive enrichment of
CD71+ cells.186 NRBCs have diameters ranging from 9 to 12 μm
and are reported to be more deformable than white blood
cells.29

Stem cells

Stem cells are undifferentiated cells with the potential to
develop into many different cell types. Stem cells can be
broadly classified into two types: embryonic stem cells and
adult stem cells. Adult stem cells are mostly isolated from
bone marrow, adipose tissue, and blood, from which there
are several different subpopulations. Among the different
types of stem cells, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and
Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645 | 639
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hemopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are highly attractive and have
been intensively studied due to their promise in biomedical
applications. Stem cells have a great value in medical thera-
pies because they provide potential solutions for many
human diseases. For example, stem cells have been applied
to the treatment of leukemia via bone marrow transplanta-
tion. High cell purity is often required in these clinical
applications. However, high-purity isolation of stem cells
is challenging because of their rarity and various sub-
populations. Since HSCs are larger than other cells in the
bone marrow, size-based techniques are possible for HSC
isolation.114 Besides, CD34 has been demonstrated as a useful
biomarker for HSCs for immunoaffinity-based or immuno-
magnetic isolation.187

Infected cells

Cells infected by viruses, bacteria, or parasites may cause
cell dysfunction and eventually cell death, resulting in seri-
ous health complications. HIV-infected T cells (AIDS) and
Plasmodium falciparum-infected RBCs (malaria) are examples
of infected blood cells. Early diagnosis of these infections
can lead to effective treatment for the diseases. However, the
low number of infected cells at the early stage of infection
requires techniques with a high sensitivity and throughput.
These infections usually induce changes in cell properties,
such as mechanical or biochemical properties, which may
provide useful biomarkers to isolate infected cells from the
healthy ones. Malaria, with a relatively high mortality rate
worldwide, has been widely studied using microfluidic tech-
niques. The Plasmodium falciparum-infected RBCs have sig-
nificant changes in cell deformability, as well as changes in
magnetic and electrical properties. As a result, different
mechanisms have been reported to isolate or analyze infected
RBCs.161,165,188,189 Notably, because malaria-infected RBCs
become paramagnetic due to a malaria byproduct (hemozoin),
a magnetic field gradient can be used to directly isolate
infected cells without the need for magnetic beads as labels.188

Bacteria

Bacteria are single-cell microorganisms. Most bacteria have a
diameter between 0.5 and 5 μm, which is smaller than most
human cells (>5 μm). Their morphologies vary, including
spheres, rods, and spirals. Rapid detection of pathogenic
bacteria, such as nontyphoidal Salmonella, E. coli, Vibrio
cholera, Shigella, and Campylobacter, is highly important in
food safety. Moreover, bacteria circulating in the blood may
cause bacteremia and blood poisoning, posing a threat to
human health. The current standard method for diagnosis of
these diseases is based on a blood culture, which is time-
consuming and can easily be contaminated. Some studies
have also been reported to enrich and identify bacteria via
microfluidic devices, which can be divided into two strate-
gies. One is to enrich bacteria from blood cells based on their
differences, such as differences in physical or dielectrical
properties.59,190 Another method is conducted at the
640 | Lab Chip, 2014, 14, 626–645
molecular level by directly amplifying target nucleic acids
with microfluidic polymerase chain reaction (μPCR) tech-
niques, followed by an identification process.191

Sperm cells

Sperm cells are produced in the male gonads by meiotic
division during the process of spermatogenesis. As male
gametes, the morphology of sperm cells is quite different
from the somatic cells. Sperm cells have a tadpole-like shape
with a head (~5 μm in diameter), a connecting piece, and a
tail (~55 μm in length). They contain only one set of chromo-
somes; therefore, they cannot divide and have a limited life
span. As a rare cell, sperm cells are important in forensic
investigations, especially in cases involving sexual assault.
DNA extracted from sperm cells can be critical evidence used
to identify the perpetrator. However, the sperm cells collected
via vaginal swabs are usually contaminated with a much
larger background of the victims' epithelial cells. Before DNA
profiling, pretreatments of the sample, such as purification
and concentration of the sperm cells are necessary.192,193

Differential extraction is the conventional method for sperm
cell selection. Sperm cells can also be isolated from epithelial
cells based on their significant difference in size.

Conclusions and perspectives

The present paper discusses the various techniques for isola-
tion and analysis of rare cells as well as their applications.
Table 1 indicates that it is difficult to compare the different
isolation methods quantitatively. A relatively high efficiency
above 80% has been reported for most of the reviewed isola-
tion methods. However, a benchmarking standard is lacking
to effectively compare the different methods based on
efficiency. With a standardized benchmarking method, the
results from different isolation methods could be collected
into a design bank for effective comparisons of isolation
devices. Most of the reviewed works report only proof-of-
concept devices. In order to be translated for use in a clinical
environment, these devices need to have a high efficiency, a
high purity, and a high throughput. Improving cell integrity
is another unmet need for future microfluidic devices
focused on rare cell isolation. For extremely rare cells, there
is also a need to multiply the number of cells via an on-chip
culture. Post-isolation cell cultures would increase the
number of viable samples and generate enough material for
subsequent analyses. Another problem of proof-of-concept
prototypes is that the devices were tested with spiked immor-
talized cell lines, which does not truly represent a clinical
sample. Furthermore, the isolation and enumeration of rare
cells currently does not take advantage of all the benefits
provided by microfluidics. More quantitative approaches
can be applied to the target cells on the same device. Since
captured cells may represent a variety of subtypes or the
same cell type at different stages of growth, subsequent
molecular analysis to characterize the genotype and the asso-
ciated phenotype would improve profiling of the isolated
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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cells. These subsequent analysis steps would be highly
dependent on the viability of the captured cells. A gentle and
efficient isolation method is therefore needed in the near
future. The possibility of isolating different growth stages of
the same cell type promises a direct and reliable comparison
of the gene expression, which is highly valuable for applica-
tions such as personalized cancer treatment.

Although microfluidic devices provide a number of advan-
tages for isolating and analyzing rare cells, their throughput
is still an issue when processing a large sample volume. For
instance, most of the existing microfluidic devices would
need several hours to completely process a standard 7.5 mL
blood sample. In general, microfiltration does not require a
very small flow channel and may offer a higher throughput
than other methods. However, the high flow rate and large
gradients in shear stress may damage the isolated cells. Thus,
microfiltration is more suitable for enumeration of rare cells
in situations without subsequent analysis steps. When
optimizing for a high throughput, more gentle capturing
methods such as dielectrophoresis, magnetophoresis, and
acoustophoresis are better alternatives. However, there have
not been many reported works using clinical samples,
based on these concepts. Hence, developing microfluidic
devices for rare cell isolation based on dielectrophoretic,
magnetophoretic and acoustophoretic signatures could be
an interesting area for future research. Isolation based on
inertial microfluidics represents an approach which is both
label-free and capable of high throughput. However, this
technique is currently not fully exploited. In combination
with one of the other reviewed techniques, isolation of rare
cells based on inertial microfluidics may lead to unique
label-free and high-throughput solutions. Realizing a gentle
and high-throughput isolation device may also open the
possibility for continuous sorting and isolation. In this case,
a blood sample could be removed from the body for rare cell
isolation and then re-introduced back to the body. Continu-
ous isolation could allow for the identification of extremely
rare and healthy stem cells, which was previously impossible
to detect due to the upper limit of the volume of a human
blood sample than can be safely drawn at one time. A high
throughput is also important for biophysical analysis due
to the limited time that the captured target cells are viable.
Furthermore, a high-throughput analysis concept that is
compatible with isolation devices based on dielectrophoresis,
magnetophoresis, and acoustophoresis is a highly desirable
future development area. Electrical impedance spectroscopy,
ultrasonic inspection, magnetic resonance imaging, and
other magnetic detection methods are good examples of
these high-throughput analysis techniques.

Another approach to increase throughput is to optimize
a sequence of multiple isolation methods on a single chip.
This would also lead to improved efficiency and purity. Most
reported works in the past were focused on a single isolation
method. Although the design and fabrication of a micro-
fluidic device with multiple isolation steps could be complex,
the resulting benefits in efficiency and purity may be
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
attractive enough for future research and commercial devel-
opment in this direction. As mentioned previously, a cas-
caded isolation system may allow for the separation of
different subtypes or different stages of the same cell lines.
The analysis of these isolated cells would be highly valuable,
for instance, for cancer research. Finally, an important
related niche area for rare cell isolation devices is drug
screening. Captured target cells can be transferred to an
on-chip cell culture platform and exposed to drug candidates.
These types of devices would accelerate the process of drug
screening and development. More importantly, drug screen-
ing on a chip would allow for the implementation of truly
personalized treatment options for cancer patients.
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